EU, EEA & SWISS STUDENTS

CITIZENS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (UE), EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA (EEA) AND SWITZERLAND: GERMANY, AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, BULGARIA, CYPRUS, DENMARK, SLOVAKIA, SLOVENIA, ESTONIA, FINLAND, FRANCE, GREECE, HUNGARY, ICELAND, IRELAND, ITALY, HOLLAND, LATVIA, LIECHTENSTEIN, LITHUANIA, LUXEMBURG, MALTA, NORWAY, POLAND, PORTUGAL, GREAT BRITAIN, CZECH REPUBLIC, ROMANIA, SWEDEN AND SWITZERLAND.

If you are a citizen of any of the EU countries, the European Economic Area (EEA) or Switzerland, and your stay is longer than three months, you will need to register at the “Registro de Ciudadanos de la Unión”.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION (TO BE PRESENTED PERSONALLY BY THE APPLICANT):

- Application form EX16 duly filled in and a copy.
- Valid passport or identity card. Original and copy (without being cut). If the document is expired, please bring a photocopy of it and the slip or receipt that proves it is being renewed.

WHERE SHOULD I PRESENT THE APPLICATION?
*If you are registered in the city of Barcelona:
Police Station
Balmes, 192.
*If you are registered in a town of the Barcelona province: the police station of the town where you are living:
BADALONA: AV. DELS VENTS 9-13
CASTELLDEFELS: PLAÇA DEL 8 DE MARÇ, S/N
CERDANYOLA DEL VALLES: C/ VERGE DE LES FEIXES, 4
CORNELLA DE LLOBREGAT: AV. SANT ILDEFONS, S/N
GRANOLLERS: ISABEL DE VILLENA, 30
L’HOSPITALET DE LLLOBREGAT: CARRER DEL MIGDIA S/N
IGUALADA: C/ PRAT DE LA RIBA, 13
MANRESA: C/ SOLER I MARCH, 5
MATARO: AV. GATASSA, 15
MONTCASTA I REIXAC: C/ MAJOR, 38
PRAT DE LLOBREGAT: C/ CENTRE, 4
RIPOLL: C/ TAMARIT, 78
RUBI: C/ TERRASSA, 16-18
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SABADELL: C/ BATLLEVEILL, 115
SANT ADRIA DE BESOS: AV. JOAN XXIII, 2
SANT BOI DE LLOBREGAT: PARC. MARIANAO, S/N
SANT CUGAT DEL VALLES: C/ VALLES, 1-3
SANT FELIU DE LLOBREGAT: C/ CARRERETES, 9-11
STA. COLOMA DE GRAMENET: C/ IRLANDA, 67
TERRASSA: C/ BALDRICH, 1
VIC: C/ BISBE MORGADES, 4
VILADECANS: JAIME ABRIL, 2
VILANOVA I LA GELTRU: C/ COL·LEGI, 28 BXOS.